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Progeny, 48” x 78”, oil, enamel
& shellac on canvas, 2013
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Samantha Keely Smith
Internal landscapes
New York-based fine artist Samantha Keely Smith paints expressive emotional and
psychological landscapes ridden with power, hostility and beauty. Yet there is also a certain
fragility to the abstract scenes she creates, as they appear to evoke unstable, tormented
feelings as well as echo the symbolic destruction of the human soul. We spoke to the artist
who shares her experience of the industry so far, her move from figurative to abstract
painting, and her ultimate desire to make a connection with the viewer through her
magnetic work.
How would you describe your artistic style?
I would say it’s abstract, but other people often refer to it as semi-abstract landscape.
Tell us a bit about your educational background and experience as an artist...
I went to art school and got my BFA degree in Painting from Mason Gross School of the
Arts at Rutgers University. I’m not sure that I learned all that much about painting when
I was in school, though. I learned the basics from an artist I studied with briefly when I
was 17, and after that it felt like it was a matter of doing a lot of painting, experimenting
and learning from my mistakes. I was always working from these images in my head which
weren’t very concrete, so it’s been 20-something years of chasing what I see in my mind and
developing the necessary technical skill to capture that. I’m getting closer all the time, >
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Enfold, 58” x 72”, oil, enamel
& shellac on canvas, 2013
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but I feel like I constantly need to change

the world who feel a connection with my

scapes, if you will. The tidal pull and power

tactics slightly, as if I’m pursuing something

work, and some of these people become

of the ocean makes sense to me in terms of

that doesn’t want to be caught. But I enjoy

collectors who then champion my work

expressing these things, and I think that is

the challenge because it keeps things

and introduce my paintings to new people,

why some of the work has a feel of water

interesting for me.

which makes me think that my work is

about it. My work speaks of things that are

resonating with these people on a deep level.

timeless, and I think that for most of us the

My experience as an artist has been a

ocean represents something timeless.

rather unusual one. I didn’t expect, or

I realize that to make a living as an artist

even try, to show in galleries when I first

in this way, without a gallery, is a very

I think my work sometimes gets compared

graduated from Art School, because I

unusual situation, and I feel grateful that

to artists like Turner and Church, because

believed I needed years of work to get to

I have been able to do that. I feel that

at a certain point their work was speaking

a place where my work was saying anything

making a connection with the viewer is the

in almost purely emotional terms and

close to what I wanted it to. My first experi-

final stage of my artwork, and without that

approached semi-abstraction. I work in

ence showing with a gallery came almost

it is incomplete, so my ultimate goal is to

a way that has much in common with

ten years after I graduated from University.

have my work shown in museums so that

nineteenth century landscape painting on

as many people can connect with it as

both a technical and visual level, but this is

I’m currently selling my own work, as I have

possible. I’m sure I will eventually find

not a conscious choice on my part. I work

found it very hard to find a gallery that is

the right galleries to move forward with

in colours that I feel best reflect the images

the right fit for my work. I’ve been lucky to

towards this goal.

that come to me, and the emotions that

have shown with wonderful galleries with

those images stir up.

great reputations in the past, but ultimately

Much of your recent works seems inspired

I felt these situations were not right for my

by oceanic landscapes. Could you tell us

I always wanted to express things that were

work. I have been selling my work directly

more about this?

not dependent on any boundaries of place,

to collectors on my own for years. It’s been

language, time, etc., and I hope that my

wonderful to have direct contact with people

My images are not at all real places or even

work speaks to the essence of our desires and

who love my work because of my website;

inspired by real places. They are emotional

fears as human beings. My work really needs

I have people writing to me from all over

and psychological places. Internal land-

to be seen in person to be fully appreciated. >
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Time and attention from the viewer are

of some sort of landscape or place, but it

required. I’ve been told by my collectors

has nothing to do with real places. They

that the more time they spend living with

are emotional and psychological places,

the paintings the more they see in them.

as I said earlier.

I’m glad that the online images of my work
manage to convey some of the presence of

Working figuratively when I first started

the paintings, but they are a poor substitute

painting, and for many years after that,

for the real thing.

really helped me learn to be a better painter
technically. I learned so much about colour

How would you say your approach to

and form that has been vitally important to

painting has evolved over the years?

the way I work now. Working in abstraction
is much more difficult for me than figurative

I used to do figurative work, although it was

work was. When I had a concrete image to

always somewhat dreamlike and not very

work from, even if it was just an image of a

realistic. That continued until about 1999,

person from a dream, I knew whether I was

when the paintings gradually became more

getting there. Abstraction for me is dealing

abstract. The earlier work was mostly based

in a world of mysterious ever-changing

on recurring dreams I’d had since I was very

things, where there are no rules to follow,

young, and at the time the paintings helped

or to break. It’s exciting and frustrating and

me figure out what the dreams meant. Once

never, ever boring. I have a head full of these

that happened I felt free to move on to

images, clamouring to get out, and I just

paintings that attempted to capture an inner

hope that I will have enough time in my life

world based mainly on emotion, and how

to get most of that onto canvas.

that world intersected or sometimes collided
with my reality. For this it made sense for

Painting for me is a necessity. I have no other

the work to be more abstract. The work I’m

outlet for these images and emotions, and

doing at the moment definitely has a feeling

I’m pretty sure I’d be a basket case without >
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Alibi, 58” x 72”, oil, enamel
& shellac on canvas, 2013
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Kindred, 50” x 78”, oil, enamel
& shellac on canvas, 2011
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Shift, 60” x 72”, oil, enamel
& shellac on canvas, 2012
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it. It is also a joyous thing that I look forward What challenges have you faced as a creative

Are you preparing any upcoming exhibitions

to doing every day.

individual?

or projects?

Tell us about your use of colour and texture

Finding a way to make a living and also

I’m working on a series of smaller paintings.

to convey particular concepts or stories...

finding the necessary time to do my painting

My instinct is always to work even larger

was a huge struggle for many years. I worked than I already do, so this is a new and
My paintings evolve in an organic way. The

in restaurants and nightclubs and painted on

exciting challenge for me. I am also planning

first layer is a jumping off point: what I start

my days off, trying to fit in as many hours in

to make a beautiful large-format book of my

with often disappears completely by the

the studio as I could. Working in restaurants

recent work this Autumn, that will be

end of the painting. The images I’m trying

also meant that for all those years I missed all available for sale.

to convey are so fleeting that I can never be

the art openings and any chance to socialize

totally sure of what I’ve seen, like something

with artists and make connections, which

you see out of the corner of your eye. It’s an

was disappointing.

A word of wisdom to share with us?
Never, ever give up no matter how many

often difficult process, and the paintings take
a long time to finish because of this – usually

Basically, when I’m not painting for more

times you get knocked down. That sounds

one and a half to two months each, with me

than a couple of days I start to feel strange,

cliché, but it’s so important for artists to

painting about 60 hours a week. I only know

and the more time I’m away from it the

have the strength to do this. I’ve got a stack

a painting is finished when I can see there is

worse I feel. Now I paint all the time - which

of rejection letters that numbers in the hun-

nothing “off” about it, and it feels like what

still feels like not enough time - and support

dreds from the years when sending out slides

I saw in that first glimpse.

myself through selling my work, but that

was the thing to do. It never made me doubt

means that I have to keep finding a balance

myself as an artist. I always believed the

I never really consciously think about colour

between being true to myself as an artist

galleries were the ones missing out by

or texture because I am just chasing that

whilst also being a salesperson of my work,

passing up on my work. Developing a

image in my mind. I think I was much

which is not at all in my nature. But making

strong sense of self-worth seems to be

more conscious of those things when I was

a living as an artist and painting full-time is

a requirement for an artist. You have to

working figuratively because there was

the only option for me if I want to remain

believe in yourself and your work before

a framework to work within - but with

sane, so I am sure I will find a way to keep

anyone else will, especially since we artists

what I am doing now, it’s wide open.

doing that.

are already our own worst critics. •
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Gulnara at Metropolitan, model
http://www.metropolitanmodels.com
Irane Artist, makeup artist

Elisa Bergmann
http://cargocollective.com/elisabergmann
http://fridabergmann.tumblr.com

Franck Nemoz, hair
http://francknemoz.com

http://alyonakuzmina.tumblr.com
Julia Tatarchenko, burka
http://tatarchenko.com

Krzysztof Frankiewicz
http://www.kfrankiewicz.com
krzysztof.frankiewicz@gmail.com

Mariana Garcia

http://www.facebook.com/ewakepysphotography

Tom Gollins

Atcha Kim

http://snillogmot.tumblr.com
snillogmot@gmail.com

http://www.atchakim.com

Adam Goodison

Pedro Podesta

http://www.adamgoodison.net

http://www.pedropodesta.com

adamgoodisonphoto@gmail.com

http://www.abamgt.com.br

Kazha Imura

Steven Laudat, hair

Special thanks to Miho Odaka (Artist
http://www.marianagarcia.com

Ewa Kepys

Sarah Delannoy, styling

Jasmine Deporta, hellweiss
Alyona Kuzmina, naiznanku

http://samanthakeelysmith.com

http://irandokhtl.free.fr/wordpress

http://sarahdelannoy.4ormat.com

http://www.jasminedeporta.com

Samantha Keely Smith

Liaison) for interview translation.

http://www.stevelaudat.com
Joy Sinanian, styling
http://www.joysinanian.net

http://www.pmagazine.co
http://www.porcelaineproject.com

http://www2.ocn.ne.jp/~kazha

mariana@marianagarcia.org

http://imurakazha.tumblr.com
imurakazha@gmail.com

Julie Gilgenmann
www.julie-gilgenmann.com
contact@julie-gilgenmann.com
Teddy Mathieu, assistant
http://teddy-mth.com
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Natasha Morris
Thank you to Tamara Abdul Hadi
Images copyright Tamara Abdul Hadi

Karborn

and from series ‘Flying boys’ and ‘Picture
an Arab man’.

http://cargocollective.com/karborn
j@karborn.com

http://www.tamarabdulhadi.com

Monica Ramos
http://www.monramos.com
http://monicatramos.tumblr.com
hello@monramos.com

Disclaimer
All content published in NeverLazy Magazine and/or appearing on NeverLazy
Magazine’s digital platforms (website, blog, social networks) is unless stated
otherwise, copyright © 2011-2013 NeverLazy Magazine, the Editors and respective
Contributors and collaborating individuals. Any adaptation, reproduction,

David Ryle

direct-linking and/or selling of content found in NeverLazy Magazine and/or
NeverLazy Magazine platforms is strictly forbidden.

http://www.davidryle.com
Content may not be reused or republished unless consent is found between the
Editors, the Contributor, and Third Party, and written permission is attributed

Phil Sharp

by both the Editors and respective Contributors and collaborating individuals.

http://www.philsharp-photo.com
NeverLazy is:

Ioana Sopov

Founding Editor, Features Editor - Abbie Cohen
Founding Editor, Designer - Jessie Cohen

http://atelier.dreamboard.ro
http://www.behance.net/ioanasopov

Please address feedback, queries and other to:
neverlazymagazine@gmail.com

Taisido
Tais Chantal Sirole
http://www.taisido.com
http://www.flickr.com/taissido_
http://shithappensbutitwillbefine.tumblr.
com

Where to find us:
http://www.neverlazy.net
http://www.issuu.com/neverlazy
http://www.facebook.com/neverlazy
http://www.twitter.com/neverlazymag
Thank you to all our readers and contributing artists.

Leigh Wells
http://leighwellsstudio.com
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